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Our August theme of water brought out a creative display including a photo from Peter Thomas that
serves as the fill to the capstone seen above. Many of us felt challenged by such a broad topic. After
all, water is the basis for life on this beautiful blue marble. Well, the creativity flowed; you will see
beginning on page 2. September brings a new challenge. You are asked to tell a story in three pictures.
This is a good route to stronger photography. How many of us have collections that can be labeled "my
best single images of 2018" for example? These lack a continuity of thought like a composer's list of
catchy but unrelated advertising jingles. Compare it to Bedrich Smetana's The Moldau. Each of the six
symphonic poems builds the story of his beloved Bohemian countryside. In our case, you need three
photographic images that connect into a story. Is it possible that none of the three would need to make
your best of 2020 and still the sum might be a strong message? Seems likely.
It is becoming obvious that we will be continuing our Zoom format well into 2021. Leadership is looking
into booking Zoom-based workshop content with notable photo instructors. We do encourage
members to invite potential new members to our meetings. Just contact Mike Goldstein so he can send
them the link to the next meeting.

Next Meeting:
Our Next Sharing Theme ...................... 1

Thursday, September 3 at 7:30 PM

Shared on the Theme of Water …….……. 2

CNP meetings on Zoom.

Hard Drive Failure- When, Not If ………. 8
Pun Intended? ………………….………….….. 9

See email for details.
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August Sharing- Water
Gretel Pelto began our sharing with this winter
scene. A small flock of geese face the
remaining open water that carries the rippled
reflections of distant trees. There is a string of
overhanging branches moving the viewer's eyes
back into the cold scene. It seems the high
contrast increases the feeling of cold. A first
impression is that cropping out the foreground
is called for, but some thought notes how that
anchors the composition.

Ken Hill created an impressionistic image of a wavy water surface that distorted the forms on the
underlying lake bed. It captured a form reminiscent of watercolor on wet paper. Very nice.
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Ray Hunt offered a simple, symbolic
image that speaks to the human
dependency on water. It can mean
the joy of playing in a stream of
water, the refreshing feel of cool
water or even the cleansing effect
of fresh water.

Eugene Kolomatsky spilled some
water for this delightful image. It
seems that the flowers in these two
tumblers had mostly withered
before something tipped one of
them over. But, one bloom is still
vital. It's beautiful.
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Jim Lassoie offered plenty of choices. Must pick just one. This one is a ground spider's nest after a
soaking rain. It brings lots of analogies from a galactic wormhole to window into the underworld. In
many ways , views of the micro and macro world intrigue us.

Let's have a little fun. Taking the obvious route practiced so often by Jim (but less skillfully), the spider's
nest becomes something different deployed in a split tone preset. See below.
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Pat McNally
presented this
single leaf with
shiny drops of
water forming
along the edges.
The leaf textures
are intricate. The
background keeps
us exploring the
details. Beautiful.

Kathleen Rasmussen presented a
California Poppy "Mission Bells".
Approaching the flower from the back is
unusual, but effective. It brings the stem
in more completely and emphasizes the
petal's form more completely. In the
lower right, the small inclusion of some
leaves on the stem provides some
balance. Rich, true colors are seen. The
dark unfocused background makes the
flower's form stand out.
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Nancy Ridenour approached the water theme recalling how we are drawn to enjoying sunsets over
large bodies of water. Looks like friends with margaritas. Silhouettes and reflections make it special.

It was suggested
that the sea was
not level.
Putting the
cropping guide
on the sea, it is
perfect. The tilt
is in the center
rail that recedes
away towards
the right. It's
only -0.19 ° !

Paul Schmitt shared an autumn image from Tom's Creek in the Delaware Watergap.

It was shot at
60mm, f/10 and
0.8 seconds.
This is described
often as an
intimate
landscape.
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Peter Thomas captured a dramatically erupting cumulus cloud. (He is in Florida now.) Sometimes, it just
seems an image deserves a full page. This one does.

A valid question is how is it that the image is so dramatic. Notice that this monochromatic presentation
has a black sky that seems to make the cloud come right at the viewer. Also, the whites are a bit low
and perhaps that makes the clouds look heavier.
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Devan Accardo found inspiration looking at water pooling on a porch table. Note the shallow depth of
field that holds your attention of the central wave where a raindrop hits. But the three little drops of
splashed water are what elevates the result. We can wonder how many images before this one?

Well, this was a wide subject, and it surely inspired a huge range of contributions. Thanks to all!

Hard Drive Failure- When, Not If by Paul Schmitt
You've heard this from me in the past. So, it was my turn to face a HDD drive failure. I got through it
thanks to multiple backups plus a highly qualified computer tech that I've depended on for about 10
years. He received it on Wednesday and had it back at 10 am Monday completely restored.

Lesson 1: Have a good tech available if you're not qualified.
I believe some of my good outcome comes because all of my images are on a 2 TB internal HDD that is
separate from C: drive. So, my operating system was not disabled. Consider that the replacement 2TB
hdd was only $72. That's pretty cheap.
Is there some software that might have warned me of the coming failure? My tech was doubtful. But,
my Lightroom startups were creeping upward into 2 minutes (or more) while my files were not getting
bigger. I am now timing my startups and logging them. What is it now? 29 seconds. Hmmm.
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Pun Intended?
I am a little surprised that no one called out my lame pun on Sun Tzu's famous book "The Art of War".
Lest you don't recall, capstone on page 2 of the August newsletter read:

Sorry, I may try again.

Paul
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Please Note

Newsletter
Editor:

Paul Schmitt

Membership is $20 for new and
existing members. For existing
members,, it is due in September.
You may pay at our next meeting,
or, if preferred, you can mail it to
Nancy Ridenour at 346 Warren
Road, Ithaca, NY 14850. Thank
you.

Keep updated
at:

cayugaphotographers.wordpress.com

CNP
President:

Brian Chabot

CNP V-P,
Programs:

Devan Accardo

Membership is $20, due each
currently. You may pay at our next
meeting, or, if preferred, you mail
it to Nancy Ridenour at 346
Warren Road, Ithaca, NY 14850.

Webmaster:

Mike Goldstein

Treasurer &
Membership:

Nancy Ridenour

Thank you!
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